
Global experts on renewable  
energy and carbon reduction
At 3Degrees, we make it possible for businesses and their customers to take urgent 
action on climate change. We develop custom renewable energy and climate solutions 
to meet our clients at every step of their sustainability journey.

When we were founded, 3° was often cited as a possible tipping point for climate 
change. Now there is a focus on limiting the increase in global temperatures to below 
2°. While the specific target may change, our name is a strong reminder of the impor-
tance of our mission.

Consulting Services

Global Capabilities

+  GOs, TIGRs, RECs, I-RECs 
+  International & Domestic             
     Carbon Offsets 
+  Onsite renewable  
     energy sources  
+  Retail supply  
+  Physical & virtual PPA 

+ Energy assessments

+ Scenario planning

+ Goal setting

+ Implementation  
services

+ Disclosure and  
reporting

+ Scope 3 action plans

CAS E ST U D I ES

Four multinational corporations partnered to secure long-term renewable energy by 

executing PPAs from off-shore wind projects in the Netherlands. 3Degrees is working with 

the DWC to bring in corporate partners who support their efforts by buying long-term GO 

contracts from new projects. By working together, we can help bring down costs for all 

participants. 

This global leader in consumer technology is committed to ambitious renewable energy goals 

and wanted a strategy to address their Scope 3 emissions by helping their suppliers worldwide 

adopt renewable energy. 3Degrees created a scenario planning tool to reflect a hierarchy of 

renewable energy procurement options to determine viability and impact across 4 countries.  

In addition, we drafted the client's first country-specific guides to renewable purchasing and 

translated the guides into three languages.

Lyft, the global ride-hailing service, has an aggressive environmental goal to offset emissions 

from all Lyft rides worldwide. They partnered with 3Degrees to design a program that would 

both meet their short-term goals and have the flexibility to evolve and grow with Lyft’s 

business. The program uses carbon offsets as a tool to fund emission reduction projects that 

result in tangible changes in the way parts of the transportation sector operate. The program 

is also funding projects that help address other environmental impacts from vehicle use, 

such as water and non-climate air emissions.

D U TC H W I N D CO N SO RT I U M

CO N SU M E R T EC H N O LO GY L E A D E R -  CO N F I D E N T I A L C L I E N T

LY F T

“The team from 3Degrees has been instrumental in helping us set 
goals, develop a strategy and implement projects. With their help we 
have been able to find new ways to invest in renewable energy that 
meet our business objectives.”

D R.  N I CO L A P E I L L-M O E LT E R
Senior Director of Environmental Sustainability, Akamai

“3Degrees’ ability to develop unique emission reduction projects with 
a high level of environmental integrity made them a natural fit for us. 
Their depth of experience, analytical rigor, and creativity helped us 
craft a program that can change over time and as our needs evolve.” 

SA M A RO N S
Director of Sustainability, Lyft



+ 1 415 969-1486   |       3degreesinc.com

The 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), finalized in 2015, provide 
a framework for thinking about - and tackling - the world’s most pressing 
sustainability challenges. At 3Degrees, we have organized our products and services 
around helping our clients address SDG 7 (affordable and clean energy) and SDG 13 
(climate action) in their own businesses and throughout their supply chain.

@3Degrees_Inc 3Degrees Group, Inc.

Focused on our clients' success

+ We work with companies of all sizes looking to meet SDGs 7 and 13 by

 addressing some or all of their global Scope 1, 2 and 3 greenhouse  
emissions. 

+ Our work spans all stages of the sustainability journey from initial 
assessments and goal setting to more complex renewable energy and 
carbon transactions. 

+ As a team of sustainability experts, renewable energy developers,

 wholesale energy market experts, engineers, scientists and financiers,

 we bring unparalleled experience to our customers. 

+ Our depth of knowledge enables us to distill and tame a complex, 
chaotic world into actionable opportunities for our clients. 

+ We help clients identify the right opportunities to strengthen their

 relationships with stakeholders, while minimizing cost and risk.

Global Clients Include:

3D EG R E ES  

BY T H E N U M B E RS:

Founded 2007

120 million GOs 
and RECs delivered 
to clients

1.8 GWs of  
renewable power 
transactions  
completed

8.8 million  
verified carbon 
credits delivered

60 countries  
where we buy,  
sell or consult  
on clean energy


